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Centennial events
start this weekend
by Melanie Weiskopf ‘15

photo by L. Schoenberg ‘14

The library held a book talk and signing after school September 6 to celebrate the publication of Lower
School librarian Laura Schlitz’s novel, Splendors and Glooms.

Schlitz presents newest book
a beautiful house, beautiful dresses, a
devoted governess, and—most imporIn what has now become a fre- tantly—the perfect birthday party. To
quent occurrence, the library hosted cap off the day’s festivities, the grand
a book talk and signing in honor of puppet master Gaspare Grisini comes
librarian Laura Schlitz’s recently pub- to perform his renowned fantoccini
lished children’s novel, Splendors and show for Clara and her guests, aided
Glooms. At the September 6 event, a by his two young apprentices, Lizzie
crowd of children, parents, and teach- Rose and Parsefall.
The grandeur of Clara’s world
ers witnessed Schlitz’s storytelling at
its finest, as the Newbery award win- stands in stark contrast to the grunge
ner offered details about the arduous of Lizzie and Parsefall’s. But the next
process of bringing the 400-page book morning, tragedy strikes: Clara goes
missing, and suspicion of the kidnapto life.
Features editor Sarah Cohen ’14 of- ping falls on the mysterious Grisini.
Without warning, these two disparate
fers a review for Postscript.
Charles Dickens has been dead worlds become wholly intertwined,
for almost 150 years. But read Laura as Lizzie Rose and Parsefall work to
Schlitz’s new book Splendors and unravel the mystery of Clara’s disapGlooms, and you might be inclined to pearance.
Throughout these first few chapters,
think otherwise.
The story begins in a posh London the essence of Dickens is unmistakable;
townhouse, on the morning of Clara the bleak London fog, the penniless orWintermute’s twelfth birthday. The phans, the menacing criminals, and the
only daughter of an affluent doctor, colorful surnames could all have easClara, by all appearances, has it all: ily been lifted straight from the pages

by Sarah Cohen ‘13

of Oliver Twist or David Copperfield.
But just when we think we know
where the story is headed, the familiar Dickensian mold is quickly interrupted. In its place, a new key element
emerges: magic.
As Lizzie Rose and Parsefall dig
deeper and deeper into Grisini’s dark
past, they find themselves entangled
in a web of curses and lies. Before the
kids can rescue Clara, they must first
take on a vengeful witch, a powerhungry magician, and the enigmatic
“fire opal” that started it all.
What ensues is a spellbinding tale
of friendship, courage, and, ultimately,
redemption. Much like Grisini and his
puppets, Schlitz gains ultimate power
over her readers, forcing us to claw
through page after page at breakneck
speeds. As expected, Splendors and
Glooms is an utter success, sure to
delight novice readers and die-hard
Charles Dickens fans alike—not to
mention anyone and everyone in between.

“One hundred years ago in September, this
school, this crazy experiment, started for the first
time,” Upper School Principal Kevin Coll said. “And
that we might gather almost exactly 100 years later
to celebrate the feeling of the opening of that school,
which was adventurous and probably a little terrifying, now as we go into our second century is really
exciting.”
Initial events celebrating “this crazy experiment”
run the gamut from exhibits, to all-school gatherings,
to concerts, and carnivals. Birthday in the Park,
marking the opening day of school in 1912, will take
place today and tomorrow as the official kick-off to
the Centennial year. The weekend will include the
first all-school Brown and White Day, a parade, and
an aerial photograph in which the entire school will
stand together to spell out the word PARK.
“I’m very excited for that picture,” Alumni Coordinator Pailin Gaither said. “Just knowing that
that’s going to be part of our archives and that we’re
going to have captured that moment in time is really
exciting.”
After today’s all-school assembly, students, employees, and alumni will parade from the Lower
School bus circle over to Tompkins Field. Kids
in each grade will carry a banner they made themselves; parents will line the parade route.
“Then there’s one family, the Wetzlers,” Gaither
said, “who have the only current students who are
descendants of the original founders. We’re actually
going to have them carry the front banner and walk
at the beginning of the parade.”
Centennial continued p. 4
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Students in Sharen Pula’s fifth grade class created a medieval-themed banner for today’s
Centennial parade.
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Dear Class of 2113:
This year you celebrate Park’s 200th
birthday. You can spend school days scuba
diving in the crystal clear pound and have
3,000 X-block activities to choose from.
Cars fly so parking isn’t a problem. The
library is always quiet and technology
tells you where teachers and food are at
all times.
There are more turf fields than sports
teams and a swim team that practices
during G, X, and after school. The online edition of Postscript, Park’s finest
publication, gives updates every minute.
Bottled water is unlimited. In short, life
is pretty good.
But things were a little a different when
Park celebrated its Centennial back in
2013. And life was even more different
when Park opened in 1912.
Two hundred years ago, public schools
were in disarray and private schools would
not admit Jews. So, our founders created
Park School, striving to build a non-sectarian and progressive environment.
In many ways Park was an experiment.
Arguments were frequent both in and out
of the classroom. Between 1912 and 2012
the school moved twice, integrated, and
expanded.
Now in 2012, we are a little better at
sports, and have instituted a block schedule. The newspaper is no longer mimeographed, but laid out using a computer
program.
Few other things have changed. Students still enjoy spending time with their
teachers. They lead three to four different
activities. The amount of sleep they manage to get each night corresponds directly
to the number of activities they lead. Of

course, students also have lots of opinions
and enjoy sharing them.
We know that innovative technology
is now a core part of your daily learning,
but we hope that, in essence, your Park is
still our Park.
We hope that your relationships with
your teachers are as strong as those with
your peers, and that classes are small, intense and filled with vibrant discussions,
heated debates, and practical lessons. We
hope that students are always opinionated,
and furthermore, want others to hear their
thoughts.
We also hope that the school newspaper continues to be an outlet for strong
expression uncensored by the administration and faculty. We hope that the cookie
jar remains full and the principal’s office
open. We hope there is never a dress code.
Of course, a few things could change,
too. We hope that your student body is
and feels even more diverse than ours. We
hope that you are doing service work in
the city, going back to our first location in
Druid Hill Park. We hope registration is
a far less stressful process than the one we
undergo two times each year. We hope that
the “Park Bubble,” often discussed in our
day, isn’t even a word in your vocabulary.
And we hope the school will be around
for another 100 years.
Most of all, whatever happens, we hope
that you never stop printing Postscript.
Love,
The Editors in Chief of 2013
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Poor choice for President
by Daniel Moskowitz ‘15
You know those moments when you
cannot imagine someone saying something because it is so rude, or just so terrible? Could you imagine a person saying
that he or she would rather let a woman
die than grant her an abortion? It turns out
it’s not so uncommon to hear someone say
such a thing.
What is scary is that, Paul Ryan, the
Republican vice-presidential nominee,
has done so himself on several occasions.
Republican Presidential nominee Mitt
Romney has said before that he would
let the woman live, although he is not
much better.
Romney is only willing to allow a
woman to have an abortion under the
worst circumstances: if she is in danger of
dying, or has become pregnant as a result
of rape or incest.
Even worse, Ryan actually went so far
as to say in an interview for the Huffington Post that, “the method of conception
doesn’t change the definition of life.” He
thinks that in terms of creating life, getting
pregnant as a result of a rape is not different from getting pregnant by one’s own
choice, because both create new life. He
would let a woman deal with the burden of
a baby that was the result of a rape, rather
than let her have an abortion,
Elected officials have no business in
forcing their personal beliefs on us. Even
Mitt Romney recognized this about abortion in 2002, the year he was elected governor of Massachusetts. “I respect and will
protect a woman’s right to choose. This

choice is a deeply personal one. Women
should be free to choose based on their
own beliefs, not mine and not the government’s,” he said.
But what happened to this belief,
Mitt? By 2007, Romney changed his
mind: “I am pro-life and I support prolife legislation…. I think the Roe v. Wade
one-size-fits-all approach is wrong,” he
said. Romney also claimed that the day
America repeals the Roe v. Wade decision
will be a great one. In fact, he would like
to have a constitutional amendment that
mandates the beginning of life as being
at conception.
How could that possibly happen? The
belief that life begins at the second of conception is extremely subjective, based on
religion, ethics, and personal morals. Yet
the option of having a law that declares
life as beginning at conception appeared
on a Mississippi ballot in end of 2011.
Clearly, if Mitt Romney wants to amend
the Constitution in such a way, he might
as well get rid of freedom of religion while
he is at it.
By voting for this despicable duo, you
would be putting the life of over 50 percent of Americans in the hands of two
scary people. You would be putting the
personal decisions of over 50 percent of
Americans under the power of two tyrannical people.
Furthermore, you would be putting
the religious freedom of 100 percent of
Americans into the hands of two of the last
people anyone should want in the White
House.

Commentary
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Standardized tests are not progressive

by Samantha Max ‘14
Instead of sleeping in, swimming, and sunbathing every
day, I spent the beginning of
my summer inside, staring at a
chalkboard. My parents decided
that the summer before my junior
year would be the perfect time
for me to take an intensive threeweek SAT prep course.

At the beginning of each
week, we took a four-hour diagnostic test, and on the other days,
we completed a curriculum full
of techniques and tactics intended to improve our test scores. In
other words, we spent four hours
a day learning how to take a test.
On the first day of class, when
we received a binder filled with
110 pages of exercises and a
box of 400 vocabulary cards,
I couldn’t help but laugh. The
SAT and ACT were originally
created as a resource for colleges to assess massive numbers
of applicants in a fair, standardized manner. They are meant to
even the playing field for applicants because other means of
assessment, such as grades and
teacher recommendations, can be
extremely subjective. However,
over the years, these tests have
become extremely biased. My

SAT class is direct proof of that.
“It is abundantly clear that
test prep, if students actually do
it, improves test scores. Nationwide, statistically speaking, it
has been demonstrated that test
prep improves scores. And test
prep is expensive,” said Tina
Forbush, co-director of college
counseling. While there are a
few free courses available on-

‘Over the years these
tests have become
extremely baised’
line, they are, “not going to give
you what you would get from a
one-on-one tutor,” Forbush said.
These resources teach students
specific skills that are not intuitive. For instance, in my class,

we learned how to properly answer multiple-choice questions,
using tricks like “backsolve” and
process of elimination.
These skills are not taught in
schools—nor should they be. In
fact, the SAT and ACT seem to
completely go against the sschool philosophy, which states
that academic success should
not, “be measured by comparison
to others. Rather, achievement is
the result of the use by the child,
under proper stimulation and
challenge, of natural powers of
mind and body which in their
exercise and application provide
pleasure and happiness.” These
tests are not based on content;
instead they evaluate arbitrary
skills.
This fact scares me. Over the
past 86 years, the SAT and ACT
have become an integral part of
the college application process.

Approximately 95 percent of
schools require applicants to
take either the SAT or the ACT,
in addition to various other
standardized tests, such as SAT
II subjects tests and AP exams.
Half of the college application
process seems to be about just
tests and scores.
Our school constantly stresses
that the achievement of a student
is not based merely on a standardized test score, but on the
indication that they have truly
mastered a specific topic or skill.
However, in the past three years,
only one Park senior did not take
either the SAT or ACT.
We are constantly reminded
that education is not just about
immediate success, but it is
also about learning for the sake
of learning. The SAT and ACT
represent the complete opposite.

Citizens United puts election up for sale
of the money is being used for TV ads
and marketing in battleground states,
such as Ohio, Florida, or Colorado. Efficient campaigning can make or break
an election, especially one that is widely
considered to be a tight race. A few million dollars either way could influence the
path our country goes down for the next
four years.

by Andrew Bahl ‘14
In case you haven’t heard, there’s an
election coming up. And this election
has many twists and turns that have been
covered to death in the national media.
But there is a major issue that neither candidate is eager to talk about and that the
average voter is only vaguely aware of.
Spending by both candidates has reached
dangerous levels. If this trend continues,
the 2016 election will be for sale to the
highest bidder.
We have the Supreme Court to blame.
The Court ruled in the now infamous Citizens United decision that money was “free
speech” and that the government could
not restrict election contributions from independent groups. The decision opened
the floodgates for wealthy Americans to
unabashedly influence campaigns, giving
the needs of a few priority over those of
the majority.
According to the New York Times, both
candidates have raised over half a billion
dollars so far. This is almost double the
amount George Bush and John Kerry
raised in the entire 2004 election. Most

‘If money is indeed free
speech, as the Supreme
Court says, then the richest Americans are getting
a larger piece of the free
speech pie than average
Americans. This is not democracy.’
Both Obama and Romney have also
benefited from the influence of Super
PACs, independent groups that support a
certain candidate and whose coffers can
be filled by unlimited contributions, per
the Citizens United ruling. Super PACs on
both sides have spent hundreds of millions
of dollars, mainly on negative attack ads.
These ads often make outlandish claims
that have little factual basis.
National Republican Senatorial Committee, a Republican Super PAC, says that the
stimulus created zero jobs in Virginia (a
potential battleground state). This is flat
out false (over 7000 jobs were created or
saved in the state) but because the Super
PAC is not officially tied to Romney’s
campaign, it can sway public opinion with
baseless arguments.
Democratic Super PACs are guilty as

C.W. Griffin/Miami Herald/MCT

President Obama talks with students while waiting for an order of fries at
OMG Burgers in Coral Gables, Florida, on September 20, 2012. Obama, who
was opposed to the Citizens United decision, now benefits from the result:
unlimited contributions to special Political Action Committees.

well; one notable example is an ad that
suggests Mitt Romney is to blame for the
death of a woman when Bain Capital, a
company Romney co-founded, closed the
plant where her husband worked.
This is not a partisan issue. Both
Democrats and Republicans should be
concerned about the increased leverage
some have on the outcome of our elections, while the concerns of most voters
are diluted by the fear of losing valuable
campaign contributions. If money is indeed free speech, as the Supreme Court
says, then the richest Americans are getting a larger piece of the free speech pie

than the average Americans. This is not
democracy.
I don’t want to see our politicians indebted to the 1%, thus being more inclined
to give tax breaks or endorse laws that
benefit the most generous donors. This
has always been true to some extent, but
this practice will only increase with the
increased amounts of money flowing into
politics. I’m all for ensuring free speech,
but the Citizens United decision achieves
the opposite by eliminating and alienating
the vast majority of Americans who do
not have the millions to make their voices
are heard.

News in
Brief
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Taking Spanish with the Dean of Students

Business Office employees take
on new roles in school store
After the retirement of long-time
school store manager Helen Keith,
Business Office employees Kate
Abraham, Donna Hoffman and Lisa
Quinting now staff the well-frequented campus shopping spot. Quinting,
Acounting Manager for the business
office, has also taken over the position
as overall store manager.
This year, the school store closes
earlier than previously. “We do recognize that the kids want snacks [later],”
Quinting said. “I’m working on some
solutions to that problem.”
Abraham, Hoffman, and Quinting
already have plans for the future of the
store, including selling Centennial Tshirts, and copies of books written by
faculty members. “What we’re trying
to do is bring exciting, fresh, new apparel and products to the store to get
some buzz going and get kids excited,”
Quinting said.

Deck undergoes restoration
This summer the deck was redone.
“Restoring the deck had been on the
list of projects to complete for a few
years, but they were planning on using wood from an outside contractor,
so it had been too expensive,” said
member of the facilities department,
Dino Profili.
“When I came to Park last year, I
gave my solution for how we could
do it. Each board was nailed down,
so we pulled the nails out and flipped
the boards over, recycling the wood.”
With Profili’s idea, the school was
able to save approximately $85,000
on the project.

Modern Language classes use
vacant fourth grade room
This year, two Upper School Spanish and two Chinese classes are being held in a fourth grade classroom.
“The Upper School is pretty big
now and they have a little bit of extra space in the Lower School,” said
Upper School scheduler Bob Carter.
Although room 440 is a bit out of the
way, it was an easy solution to hold
classes there when no other rooms
were available.

by Hannah Sibel ‘13
One of the most exciting parts of the
first day of school is finding out who is
in each of your classes. Students in Malik Mbengue’s Spanish I class were in for
the biggest surprise of all upon seeing the
Dean of Students Traci Wright, sitting in
their classroom.
She wasn’t evaluating the teacher or
trying to learn more about the class; she
was set with her textbooks, notebook, and
pencil case, ready for her first day of class.
Wright had been thinking about taking the class for a while, and decided she
wanted to finally cross it off of her list of
things to do. In 2011 she took math with
seniors, so this is not her first time back
in the classroom. “It was a great way for
me to get to know students in a different
way and on a small scale to experience
what kids experience,” she said.
Wright knows simple phrases in many
languages but she wants to be able to
“communicate effectively with a growing population in America,” she said. A
few summers ago Wright went on a trip
to Spain. “I felt like I really couldn’t communicate,” she said. “I didn’t like being
dependent on everyone else.”
Mbengue, now Wright’s colleague and
teacher, described the first day of class

as nerve wracking. “I
had hesitations about
teaching a colleague,
especially since it is
my first time teaching
the class, but now everything is just fine,”
he said. “[Wright’s]
involvement pushes
the level of the class.”
Although she is an
administrator, Wright
isn’t treated any differently from other
students in the class,
which comprises six
freshmen, two sophomores and one senior.
Wright completes the
photo by S. Neiman ‘13
homework, takes the
Dean
of
Students
Traci
Wright
is
a
beginning Spantests and participates
ish
student
in
Malick
Mbengue’s
class.
in class. “I am already
anxious for our first quiz,” said Wright. experienced you are,” Mbengue said.
“I want to do well.”
Katelyn Greller ’13, the sole senior
In class Mbengue said that Wright is, in the class agreed. “Even though we are
“surprisingly quiet, and not necessarily all different ages, we are all beginners at
the first one to raise her hand, but she something.”
brings a level of maturity and a unique
Wright would recommend that teachers
perspective. It is awesome to see her and administrators take classes from each
hesitation because it reinforces the idea other if given the opportunity. “Putting
for the other students that learning a lan- yourself in the mindset of a student is a
guage is difficult no matter how old or good experience,” she said.

Division dispenses with Mains for 8th grade
by Sophie Bailowitz ‘15
The transition to Upper School includes new experiences for students, but
next year’s ninth graders will have one
less change to adjust to.
Until this year, each grade was divided
into four or five separate groups called
Mains in which students shared the same
schedule, attending almost every class together. Now, there are no Mains for eighth
grade; students have individual schedules,
just as they would in Upper School.
“The eighth grade team teachers all
made the decision to move away from
Mains together,” said Middle School science teacher Rich Espey.
There weren’t any problems with the
old system, but students and teachers alike
were ready for a change. “We noticed that
certain Mains had certain personalities,
and while most of the time they were
great, sometimes we felt that there were
bad patterns that Mains would get into,”
Espey said. “We thought that by mixing
it up, we would have happier classes. If a

Main was made up of people who didn’t
seem to get along, it seemed to get worse
and worse as the year went on. It felt like
they got stuck in a certain pattern of behavior,” he said.
“The decision was student-driven,
although they didn’t know it,” Middle
School Principal Josh Wolf said. “Students would always say, ‘I wish we could
have a chance to be with other kids,’ and
we heard it enough that we thought it
would be great if we could move away
from Mains.”
At first there was some doubt about no
longer having Mains because of the way
switching up the classes would impact
schedules, but it wasn’t an issue for long.
“We didn’t know if it would be feasible to
change the schedule, but [Middle School
scheduler] Samira worked it out, so it was
very exciting,” said Wolf.
Last year, after teachers informed several incoming eighth graders about the
change for the next year, word spread
quickly. “I heard a lot of mixed reviews

about us not having Mains next year,”
Nate Johnson ’17 said. “People were both
excited and not excited.”
So far, faculty and students agree that
the change was for the better. “Not having
Mains has been going really well,” Meg
Piper ’17 said. “Before, if you were in a
Main where you didn’t get along with the
people, you were sort of stuck. This way,
you have much more of a mix of different people.”
In addition to providing students the
opportunity to interact with more kids
in their grade, discontinuing the Mains
system also makes the transition to Upper School seem less overwhelming. “I
think that it was good to start this now so
we could start preparing for high school,”
Johnson said.
“I would definitely recommend that we
keep having no Mains because I think it is
a change of pace in the Middle School,”
Piper said. “In high school you won’t be
with the same people in all your classes,
so it’s good to get used to that.”

Opening Centennial events include all-school photograph
Centennial continued from p. 1
Tomorrow, “we’re having the carnival,” said Centennial Coordinator Becky
Lichtenstein ‘86. “We’re sort of gearing
it to flow by age throughout the day. So
we’re starting with a Milkshake concert
[a popular band for children whose lead
singer is a Park parent], then we’re having
a Middle School dance, and later we’re
going to try and shut things down so that
the Upper Schoolers can just have the last

hour and a half before the homecoming
dance,” she said.
Centennial decorations around the
school include a mural by the eighth
grade going up in the cafeteria, and an
extended exhibit in the Davison Lobby.
This 57-foot-long display contains pictures commemorating the last 10 decades;
it was conceived of and created by Hillary
Jacobs, Coordinator of Centennial Publications and Exhibits; Julie Schwait, Pub-

lications Writer; Michele Feller Kopman,
Archivist, and Glenn Dellon ‘95, a graphic
designer.
“We’re really looking at this weekend as an opportunity to excite our broad
community about what happens here on
a daily basis and to remind them that
what Park has stood for has an enduring
thread,” Gaither said.“We’re launching
with great excitement into our second
century.”
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Benefits go both ways when exchange students join classes
by Tara Wendell ‘13
This year, the freshman and
sophomore classes are joined by
new members from overseas.
Sara Losada Vivero enters the
sophomore class from Madrid,
Spain. Losada Vivero arrived in
the United States in early April
and will stay with College Counselor Liz Hirsch through the
school year. “The United States
is different, bigger, but not as
big as I thought,” she said. “The
people are very nice.”
“Sara’s adjustment has been
amazingly smooth thanks to her
maturity, patience, and sense of
humor – not to mention her excellent English skills,” Hirsch
said. “She takes everything in
stride – including her host-brother (age 5) and host-sister’s (age
8) affectionate but potentially annoying antics.”
She has been studying English in school for seven years, but
hoped coming to America would

photo by L. Schoenberg ‘14

While S. Losada Vivero ‘15 is staying with college counselor
Liz Hirsch and her family for a year, O. Zhang ‘16 plans to
complete Upper School and live with a host family.

help improve her ability to speak.
“I wanted to learn English,” she
said, “and England is rainy, so I
wanted to come here.”
Losada Vivero is enjoying
school, particularly her Writ-

ing about Politics class, and has
settled in with a group of sophomore girls. “It’s been great to see
how friendly and welcoming everyone at Park has been to her,”
Hirsch said. “I think that’s prob-

Student
Centennial
plans take
shape
Special days give
chance to learn
beyond school
boundaries

ably Sara’s favorite thing so far
– the friendliness of the students
and staff.”
“I’ve gone into the city a few
times. I saw an Orioles game,
which was fun because we don’t
have baseball in Spain. I also
went to the Grand Prix with Margot [Kahn ‘15]. I like the city, it’s
different from Madrid, smaller.”
The biggest difference between Spain and the United
States, she said, “are the meals.
At home we eat a big lunch and
dinner around 8 or 9, but here,
lunch is small and dinner is at
6:30.”
Owen Zhang joins the freshman class from Beijing, China,
and will stay with them through
tweflth grade, and may even stay
through college. Zhang arrived in
late August and visited Boston
for two weeks before coming to
Baltimore.
He will be living with a homestay family for the entirety of his

stay. The family has a daughter
in middle school and “we fight a
little, like siblings,” he said.
Zhang came to American for
a number of reasons. “There is
high technology in America. I
want to learn this technology,”
he said. “I wanted to learn some
computer science and the education is better here.”
Here, “the classes are smaller,
teachers are friendlier, and students are friendlier,” he said. In
China, students take eight classes
instead of six. “We go to school
from 6:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.,” he
said. “Some days there are extra
classes that end at 8 pm.
In America, students relax
during the weekend, but in China, we go to school.” Zhang’s favorite thing about school here is
that students can, “learn anything
they want.”
“I want to be a [C.E.O] like
Bill Gates,” he said, “or an engineer.”

Website appeals to wider audience
by Quinn Salditch ‘13

photo courtesy Elda Schwartz

Students and faculty shopped for possible activities
that will become projects in The School We Have in
Mind, the Upper School’s own Centennial program.

by Julia Gross ‘14
Centennial events will not just happen to or
for students; some will be of their own devising.
The School We Have in Mind, known informally
as 2-1-2, is the Upper School’s celebration of
Park at 100 years.
For two days this fall–October 18 and 19, one
day in winter–January 30, and two more days
in spring–April 8 and 9, students and faculty
will have opportunities to, “explore what kind
of school we have been in the past, the school
we are now, and who we would like to become,”
said Quinn Salditch ’13, member of the Student
Centennial Committee.
This exploration can be in any form, including oral histories from alumni, a play about the
school’s history, or a plan to reform homework,
to name a few of the 40 proposals under consideration.
According to Student Centennial Committee member Sofie Rudin ‘13, “last year students
knew they had to step up and do something to
help celebrate the Centennial.”
“A group of students and I came back from an
assembly where Becky Lichtenstein [Centennial
Coordinator] had made an announcement about
how she thought students should take a leader-

ship role since it was the Centennial year,”
said Rudin. “We decided to form the Student
Centennial Committee and create The School
We Have In Mind because we wanted to have
time to devote to things that we are passionate
about that we don’t have a chance to do in our
normal academic classes.”
Getting The School We Have In Mind from
idea to reality was no easy feat. The Student
Centennial Committee, formed last May,
worked tirelessly throughout May and June to
create a comprehensive proposal to present to
faculty. After numerous meetings, lengthy discussions, and a few tweaks, the faculty voted
to accept the 2-1-2 days.
“I think it is an amazing example of student
initiative and student political engagement,”
said Upper School Principal Kevin Coll.
Once the 2-1-2 projects are completed,
groups will share what they have done at an
event at the end of the year. “We’re still working on a plan,” Johanna Busch ’13 said. “I
know that we’re going to try to invite parents
to come in.”
Sign-ups for approved proposals will begin
Monday. Updated information about 2-1-2,
including calendars and the complete project
catalog are listed at theschoolwehaveinmind.

Visiting parkschool.net is a new
experience. After two years of
planning, the school has launched a
revamped website to coincide with
its Centennial year.
“The transformation has been
from Dorothy’s black and white
Kansas to the Technicolor land of
Oz,” said Pete Hilsee, Director of
Communications and Marketing.
Hilsee has been a leader on this
project since he arrived last year.
The overall effort, however, was
collaborative. “My role during the
site design process was to ensure
that all of the creative voices and
technical voices and Park voices involved were meshing together and
moving us in a direction that we’d
be happy with,” Hilsee said.
“The Centennial year provided
a great opportunity to revisit the
school’s position on the web,” Hilsee said. “We wanted to make sure
the site reflected what was going on
at this school, and we thought [that
the Centennial] would be a perfect
juncture to produce a new look that
was rich in imagery and had better
functionality.”
Geared towards current students,
parents, and faculty, the main page
of the old website featured a simple
user interface and an abundance of
text. The new website is still functional for everyone, but now features brightly colored backgrounds,
large photographs, and a more interactive interface.
The creators, including Fastspot,
a Baltimore-based company that
designs websites for independent

schools, believe that these changes
will attract attention from a wider
audience: prospective families, educators, researchers, and the media.
“We wanted to maintain the
nooks and crannies of the old website,” Hilsee said. “We want to encourage people to explore [the site]
and find new things, but we want it
to be done in an artful and intentional way.”
Responses were mixed among
US students. “I can’t find the faculty course pages and I think the
athletics page is confusing,” Josie
Olschansky ’14 said. “Overall I just
think there is too much going on;
they need to tone it down a little. I
do think it is very visually pleasing,
though.”
According to Sean Simon ’13,
the new site is a big improvement.
“As with any website redesign, it’s
a pain to get used to, but overall
the site is much cleaner and userfriendly.”
“When [the website] first came
out I spent some time looking
through it so that when the school
year came I wouldn’t have any trouble finding what I needed,” Brianna
Rifkin ’15 said. “I think people will
like it once they have a chance to
use it more.”
There are more features to come.
The biggest addition will be a nonlinear virtual tour of the school.
“The tour will be theme-based
and rooted in [Park’s] educational
principles,” Hilsee said. A second
new feature, a page entitled Park
Stories, will be a place for anyone
to share experiences through notes
or photos.

features
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Alumnus Gabe Acheson walks to college–literally
by Gabe Acheson ‘12
For Gabe Acheson ’12, the
journey to Yale University was
a remarkable one. The first sentence of his application essay
read: “If admitted, I will walk to
Yale.” The admissions committee may have been compelled by
this offer, because they gave him
the golden ticket—and made him
prove his claim.
This August, Acheson embarked on the 26-day hike along
the Appalachian Trail, leading
him to college. The nearly 400mile trek landed him a short clip
on NBC Connecticut and an article in the Baltimore Sun upon
his arrival in New Haven.
Now settled into college life,
Acheson reflects back on the experience of the hike and life on
the trail, where his “trail name”
was “Ping,” due to the GPS system his parents insisted he keep
with him at all times during his
hike.
Day 6
“Who the hell has a concert

at 7:00 in the morning?” Wild
Thing groaned, rolling over
noisily.
“I don’t know, man,” I replied.
“Alright campers, if you’re
not up by the end of the next
song, you miss breakfast,” a
thundering infomercial voice
announced with inappropriate
cheer.
“F***this!”
Waterboy
moaned, twisting up out of his
hammock. “You know what it is?
It’s the Hebrew Youth Camp. I
saw a sign yesterday.”
“F*** the Hebrews,” Wild
Thing said. “You can tell them
I said that.”
“Yo, I’m Jewish. Well, sort
of,” I threw out there. I like Wild
Thing, and I wanted to give him
some crap.
“Then go tell your people to
shut up,” he said with a sly smile.
He puts his head down. (We later
found out that it was, in fact, the
Hebron Youth Campsite.)
My dad joined me for the
easy first day of hiking on the

Appalachian Trail, and was still
unresponsive. But not for long.
The blaring rockabilly floated
up to the ridgeline where we
tried, in vain, to sleep through
the cacophony. It was futile. So
we shook the miles of the previous day out of our legs and feet,
and slowly, slowly ate breakfast, refilled water bottles, and
just took our sweet time. A sobo
(southbound hiker doing the
whole 2,185 mile Appalachian
Trail) named 2Go stopped by the
shelter for a second breakfast at
about 9, having already put in 6
miles that morning. He had done
29 and 38 miles, respectively, for
the past two days. He looked like
a skeleton.
Wild Thing finished a cigarette and looked over at me.
“Ready to go?” he asked. I was.
We were hiking together today,
at least until lunch.
Day 18
After a few days solo, you
start talking to yourself. So
when I caught up to some nobos
(northbound through hikers) in

New cast
of teachers
joins Upper
School
photo by L.Schoenberg ‘14

by Baylor Knobloch ‘14
Meeting the joys and challenges of Park for the first time
are four bright-eyed new additions to the faculty: Angela Balcita (English), Iman Sheybani
(history), Anna Marmor (math),
and Stephanie Larson (science).
It is no coincidence that the
school hired women to fill four
vacancies created by three female teachers who left last year,
along with Kevin Coll, who
moved from the English Dept. to
became Upper School principal.
“I felt like it was sort of purposeful—like they really wanted
four ladies coming in,” Larson
said. Marmor agreed with this
sentiment, although she did not
recognize the necessity at first.
“In the orientation week, I
met different people from the
Lower School,” Marmor said.
“At least two or three of those
teachers who were women said,
‘Oh, I’m so glad that we have
another female math teacher,’”

Angela Balcita, Iman Sheybani, Anna Marmor, and Stephanie
Larson bond over shared experiences as new US faculty.

she said. “[When] we had our
first math department meeting
I realized ‘Oh, there’s only two
of us women actually.’ So I saw
the importance of having another
woman in the department.”
While living and working
in Bhutan, Marmor first came
across the math department’s
blog, “Park Mathematics: Interesting problems in the solving of
interesting problems.”
She was intrigued with the
school’s curriculum and in-house
textbook production, but it was
not until after she took interest
in the school that she learned of
the opening and contacted the
department.
Sheybani, who also found
Park through what she described
as a “series of serendipitous
events,” is the only one of these
recent hires who is also new
to the teaching profession as a
whole. “I’m quite young,” she
said. “I look quite young. I’ve
been mistaken for a student a

couple of times,” she said, reminding us of her petite predecessor Cate Ambler, who found
herself in that situation at least a
few times while working here.
While Sheybani is new to
the profession as a whole, Larson, accustomed to teaching at
public schools, is still in awe
of customs particular to Park.
Having most recently taught at
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute,
she still finds herself adjusting
to the stark contrast between the
school’s environment and that of
her previous job.
“I’m still in culture shock. It’s
just so relaxed it freaks me out,”
Larson said. “It’s what is possible
in education and it’s what, 99%
of the time, isn’t done. There
should literally be a documentary
about this school: that this works;
it works,” she said.
Larson feels she has found
a haven in education, a place
where her idealistic visions are a
reality. “We had an Upper School

Unionville, I was excited and
agreed to meet them up at the
next shelter that evening.
I got completely and utterly
lost leaving Unionville as I tried
to rejoin the trail and lost my
map. I somehow made it back to
the preserve entrance, and got directions from the first guy who
pulled over. This elderly man had
actually built the shelter I was
heading to 30 years before.
When I pulled up to the shelter, I had already put in 21 miles
that day. I chatted with Jam Session and Captain, the two nobos
I had met in town, and they told
me that they were going to nighthike. I agreed to go along with
them. We left at 7, and slowly put
in the miles, crossing marshes
and mountains. My total for the
day was over 29 miles. At midnight, we pulled up at the top of
Wawayanda Mountain, and fell
asleep looking out at the constellation of lights in the valley
below and in the night sky above.
Day 26
Waking up in a hotel is weird.

I feel a bit guilty about getting
so much press attention when
my friends on the trail are doing
something so much more impressive–hiking from Georgia to
Maine–and no one seems to care.
But I don’t worry about that too
much; I don’t worry about anything too much at this point. I’m
incredibly excited for college to
start, and I’m ready to finish the
lonely, boring road-walking.
I’m ecstatic as I pull into
downtown New Haven. It all
feels surreal. It’s one thing to be
off the trail, but college will start
tomorrow morning. Nothing has
quite sunk in yet, but I’m okay
with that. This hike is the best
thing I could’ve done to prepare.

faculty meeting last week,” she
said, “and we were talking about
the ‘holistic picture of the child,’
and everyone was talking about
the larger picture, which is completely discouraged in public
education. I wanted to bring in
all of my former administrators
to show them how well this can
work.”
Balcita is also a believer in
this holistic view of children, and
she values the incorporation of
emotional development into an
educational experience.
Encouraging her students
to call her “Big Mama,” Balcita came to school with a mission of creating a classroom in
which her students feel free to
break out of their comfort zones
and try out new ideas without
reservation.“‘Big Mama’ is not
just so people could call me Big
Mama, even though that is a pretty awesome name,” Balcita said.
“The whole point of that was I’m
allowing students to have their
own noms de plume, their own
pen names. In my classroom,
they’re writing a lot of personal
stuff,” she said.
“My main goal is to make
sure that the classroom is a safe
place, where you’re free to share
your ideas, and be whoever you
want. You can redesign yourself,
and you can be a big mama,” she
said.
Big Mama is a mother herself,
and has brought daughter Nico

along for the ride. “She’s in K-1,
crying her eyes out,” Balcita
said. “She’s having a hard time
with the transition. It’s going to
take her a little while.”
But transitions can be tricky,
even for Big Mama. “The pace is
hard for me to get used to,” she
said. “I’m exhausted. And a lot of
it is because I want these classes
to be great, and I want to give
the kids all I can, and that just
means I have to do a lot of work
to prepare for that,” she said.
All four teachers are finding
the preparation for classes to be a
time-consuming process. “Planning is difficult. I just want to
make sure it’s useful,” Sheybani
said. “I want it to be done in a
way that does the material justice. So I spend a lot of time doing that.”
“I’m realizing I need a fair
amount of time to prepare,”
Marmor said. “When I’m in the
office, there are so many other
interesting things happening all
the time. And I do like working
in an office that’s very open like
that, but I need to remember that
I need my own space.”
While working individually
to create their own spaces, these
teachers also share a definite
sense of camaraderie as they
emerge as strong female leaders.
“I think we definitely bonded
because we are all girls,” Sheybani said. “It’s the sisterhood of
the new-to-Park pants.”

photo courtesy Jon Acheson

Acheson takes a break from
the trail for a stop in the city.
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King secures Clybourne Park for spring production
by Mai Asmerom ‘13
You know it takes lots of
work to put on a show, but did
you know it can take as much
persistence and dedication to get
permission to perform it?
Due to Peter King’s superhuman efforts Clybourne Park, a
racist, raunchy, controversial and
thoroughly hilarious play will be
arriving in the Black Box Theater
as this year’s spring production.
Clybourne Park is the wildly
successful brainchild of playwright Bruce Norris, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning writer. It was
penned in response to Loraine
Hansberry’s seminal A Raisin in
the Sun, performed here last year.
Clybourne Park is divided
into two Acts: the first tells the
story of a white family, Bev and
Russ, who are selling their house
to the Youngers, the black family
of Raisin.
Charles Lindner, a minor character in Raisin, who attempts to
bribe the Youngers in Raisin on
behalf of the neighborhood, features prominently in Clybourne
Park as he desperately tries to

persuade Bev and Russ not to sell
their home to a black family.
Act Two returns to the same
setting, 50 years later. Clybourne
Park has transformed. The allwhite neighborhood has now
become all-black, thanks to the
famed white flight of the midtwentieth century which sent
large numbers white families out
of the cities and into the suburbs
due to fear of rising minority
populations.
Now, there’s a role reversal.
A white family is eager to move
in and a black family, which represents the homeowners association, is reluctant to sell to them.
King, Drama Chair and
Theater Director for the Upper
School, admired Clybourne Park
from the beginning.
“It told the truth about how
the races miscommunicate with
each other. It’s truthful about
how implicit racism is now, as
opposed to being explicit the
way it was in 1959—now it’s all
code,” he said.
“It really captures the attempt
of white people to do the ‘right
thing,’ but exposes their horrible
ineptness and their ingrained rac-

‘It really captures the attempt of white people
to do the ‘right thing,’ but exposes their horrible
ineptness and ingrained racism that’s been socalized into them.’
--Peter King, Drama Chair
ism that’s been socialized into
them.”
King was determined that students would have the opportunity to perform the play, which
earned glowing reviews from
theater critics and captivated
Broadway audiences during
its run, winning the 2012 Tony
Award for best play.
Getting the rights to produce
it, however, was an uphill battle.
Last March, King called Bruce
Norris’s office twice to ask about
acquiring the rights, but never re-

ceived a call back.
Finally, he wrote a long letter
to the Norris’ agent and a second
one to Bruce Norris himself, care
of the agent.
He expressed the school’s
“real mission in terms of diversity,” and described the ethos of
its progressive culture, ready to
take on the thorny, tangled topic
of race in Clybourne Park.
Months later, Norris’s office
wrote back, explaining they were
granting no academic or educational licenses at that time.

Once again, King wrote back,
asking for Norris’s contact information so he could appeal
directly.
A week later, Norris’s office
returned with the verdict: they
had contacted Center Stage, a
nearby theater company which
is set to stage Clybourne Park,
and Bruce Norris himself—both
gave their permission.
But there was one caveat:
Norris was explicit that not a single word in Clybourne Park be
changed to soften the message.
King was pleased with the result, and is looking forward to the
spring production.
“I think the students will react very positively to it,” he said,
“and I think they’ll understand a
lot about the situation, because
they are more aware, in a way,
of how people of different races
talk to each other now, compared
to the older generation, which in
some ways is still behind,” he
said.
“The play shows how far we
have to go, in terms of talking to
each other. I think it’ll be upsetting for some people. But in a
way, an important kind of upsetting.” King said.

Animal Collective album strives for ‘alien’ music
by Peter Califano ‘14 and
Even Semenza ’14
Baltimore-based experimental
band Animal Collective released
a new studio album, Centipede
Hz, September 4.
Alumni Josh Dibb ’96 (aka

Deakin) and Brian Weitz ’97
(aka Geologist) formed the group
in 1995, first under the name Automine, along with Noah Lennox
(aka Panda Bear), a Park student
who attended in Lower and Middle Schools, and David Portner
‘97 (aka Avey Tare).

photo courtesy baeblemusic.com

Centipede Hz is Animal Collective’s ninth album. The popular
alternative rock group sprang from the Classes of ‘96 and ‘97.

The group was conceived during the members’ high school careers. They changed their name
to Animal Collective in 1999.
The band has stated that the
album,their ninth studio effort
and first since 2009’s Merriweather Post Pavilion, was an
attempt to create “alien music.”
That is, to take their unusual
techniques and musical experimentation through a slight stylistic divergence into spacey
themes, which seem reminiscent
of the musical scores of classic
science fiction films.
From the initial moments of
the album’s first track, “MoonJock,” this attempt at extraterrestrial exploration is evident.
The song opens with a short,
distorted, radio-like announcement introducing the album.
Soon after, a few seconds of
electronic cymbals, synthesizers—whose modeled tones seem
to come straight out of a 1950s
sci-fi movie enter—and seconds
later the collective’s vocals and
various unidentifiable sound effects come in in their usual lighthearted tone, setting the stage for
the rest of the album.

While the largely cheerful
vibe of previous Animal Collective albums is certainly present
on Centipede Hz, the band explores sadder minor tones and
progressions more often than in
the past, creating a darker and
more mysterious feeling.
It provides a welcome departure from their previous work,
while retaining focus around
percussion and electronic instruments.
This musical diversity makes
Centipede Hz more attractive to
audiences who may have grown
tired of the band’s consistently
upbeat tunes.
Still, Centipede Hz retains
some of the approachable mainstream style, which previous
work has lacked, and which
made Merriweather Post Pavilion a success, while largely returning to the collective’s roots
as an avant-garde group whose
music is characterized by experimentation with a wide range of
sounds and calls for reexamination of the definition of ‘musical
instrument.’
In this respect, Animal Collective accomplishes their goal

of creating ‘alien’ music. But this
experimentation is something
that has been present in Animal
Collective’s music since the release of their 2000 debut Spirit
They’re Gone, Spirit They’ve
Vanished.
What sets Centipede Hz apart
from the band’s previous eight
studio albums is a stronger emphasis on the tonal quality of the
music, as opposed to previous albums, which tended to focus on
rhythm sections, giving them a
more ‘tribal’ feel.
Animal Collective’s Centipede Hz experiments with more
spacey, techno-esque sounds,
giving it a more mechanical and
‘alien’ feel without a large departure from the band’s usual style.
The band’s stylistic experimentation may not have yielded the
group’s best album.
Still, their newfound alienpop, combined with some of the
rhythmical and musical elements
present in more mainstream pop,
provides a musically accessible
opportunity for anyone curious
about this homegrown band’s
unique work to begin listening
to them.
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Tennis team welcomes underclassmen, new coach
by Zachary Wetzler ‘14
Though the team doesn’t get much
publicity, Girls’ Varsity Tennis has the
potential to do well this season. Led by
senior captains Elizabeth Kuntz and Shira
Cohen the team has high expectations going into this season. “We are definitely a
stronger team this year,” said Shira Cohen,
“because of both more experienced players and talented new ones.”
New additions freshmen Hayley Miller and Sophie Cohen add many years of
experience to the already deep roster.
Miller has been playing tennis since she
was six years old and is currently in the
number one doubles pair. Sophie Cohen
also brings years of tennis experience and
plays with the number two doubles pair.
Both Sophie Cohen and Miller have

meshed well with the team. “Being a
freshman was definitely intimidating at
first,” Miller said, “but it turned out to be
really fun and a great way to meet some
of the upper classmen.”
“If it weren’t for the new freshmen, we
would still be a decent team, but now we
are competitive and pretty good,” Shira
Cohen said. As of September 24, they are
3-1, and in these matches the new players
were a key to victory.
“The underclassmen have been an essential part of both Varsity and JV. They
are very strong hitters and bring a positive
vibe to each practice and match,” Kuntz
said.
Another addition is new assistant
coach and current Middle School teacher
Rommel Loria. “I really love working
with Rommel,” said Miller. “He’s a great

player and really helps us with things we
need to improve on.” Loria, who played
for Loyola Blakefield and Georgetown,
has high expectations for this upcoming
season. “My expectations for this year are
for the team to improve and to better strategize and compete.” Loria said.

by Eric Sussman ‘13

photo courtesy Elizabeth Kuntz ‘13

Freshman H.Miller practices at Woodholme Country Club.

Girls’ Varsity Soccer team lacks numbers
by Justin Wyda ‘15
We all remember last winter when the
girls’ Junior Varsity and Varsity basketball
teams merged. A similar problem seems to
be brewing this year with the girls’ soccer
program. At the beginning of the season,
both the Junior Varsity and Varsity teams
had barely adequate numbers with 15
players on each team, but due to recent
injuries and sickness, they will now be
forced to merge.
There are a few problems with combining the teams. Junior Varsity captain Eva

Schneiderman ‘15 voiced her concerns.
“If we merge the teams some of the developing players on our team [Junior Varsity]
might not get the playing time needed to
feel comfortable in a game situation,” she
said.
“I think the only problem is that the
teams [Junior Varsity and Varsity] were
already separated so combining them
might be hard,” said Malick Mbengue,
head coach of the Varsity team. “The JV
and Varsity will practice together and JV
will keep a few games from their original
schedule, but will also play in our games.”

Varsity captain Becca Kolodner ’13
views the merger as advantageous to
both groups. “I think merging the teams
will be beneficial for both the experienced
members and the younger players,” she
said. “From a numbers standpoint, Varsity
has been struggling to put 11 players on
the field because of injury and sickness.
Further, “as a freshman on a larger varsity
team, I improved greatly just by playing
with others at a higher level. The younger
players will hopefully gain experience,
skill and a deeper understanding of the
game by playing with older girls.”

magic comes back
by Reid Danels‘13
Every day, I find myself involved in
a conversation about what was once an
uncommon topic, The Baltimore Orioles.
I have always been an Orioles fan, despite
the fact that my father is from New York
and roots for the Yankees.
Unfortunately, the last time we had a
winning season was when I was two years
old, and I’ve been waiting my entire life
for the Orioles to have a shot at making
the playoffs. Now, all of Baltimore, and
our school community have been filled
with excitement over Orioles magic.
When I walked into school after the
Orioles beat the Yankees, I saw more
Orioles shirts than I had ever seen. Park
athletics, the Ravens and fantasy football
usually are the prominent sports-related
topics, but now the school has adopted
an immediate and overpowering shift towards the Orioles as a popular matter of
discussion.
You don’t have to look any further

than Alex Kouwenhoven ’13, who often
sports an Orioles snapback, to find one of
the biggest fans at school. Kouwenhoven
recently attended the O’s game in which
they defeated the Tampa Bay Rays 3-2,
on a walk off single hit by Nate McLouth.
“It was the best sporting event I have ever
been to,” Kouwenhoven said. “You could
feel the energy as everyone in the stadium
is on the edge of their seat the entire time.
It’s O’s magic.”
Kouwenhoven credits the Orioles’ success to two main factors. First, the bullpen has been spectacular. Not only have
the starters performed well, but also the
relievers, especially closer Jim Johnson
have been key. Secondly, “we are bringing up players all the time, which is really
important because when you give players
a shot out of the minors, they work as hard
as they can to prove themselves,” he said.
In addition, “we have found a few diamonds in the rough” Andrew Katz ’13
said. On top of this, someone on the team
always seems to step up and get a hit when
they need it.
This reflects a lot on manager Buck
Showalter’s impact on the team, instilling a sense of pride and a work ethic that

Sussing out sports

has allowed the team to make big plays.
Resembling seemingly all Orioles teams,
they may not be the most talented group,
but they certainly work hard and come up
clutch, both of which contribute to their
26-8 record in one-run games.
At one soccer practice, Boys’ Varsity
coach Lucky Mallonee ’62 discussed the
Orioles when he addressed the team. He
quoted Aristotle and declared that the Orioles are “greater than the sum of its parts”
and that they have a great team, not just
good individual players. The Orioles certainly do bring a lot of energy and excitement to the game of baseball, and this has
reflected greatly on the community here.
“I have always been a fan, but as of
late I have been more involved, watching
their games a lot more than in years past,”
Hank Zerhusen ’16 said.
“It’s bringing everyone together,” Margot Kahn ’15 said. “More people are going
to games, watching games, and talking
about them.”
The Orioles have proved themselves
to be a contender this year, and you can
feel the excitement. Baltimore has been
waiting for this moment, and finally after
many years, Orioles magic is back.

If you’ve made it this far in the paper you’ve probably already noticed that
Jake Max’s smirking face and catchy
title are missing. Sadly, with those go
his pleas to join Varsity Baseball and
the word “implore.” But change can be
a good thing, and while Jake has moved
on to bigger and better things, it is now
my turn to take the reigns of the revered
sports column. Although Jake is gone,
not all his ideas are, and one of his favorites was intramural sports.
The typical time-wasting comment
asked by visiting college admissions
counselors is usually something regarding the campus. Whether it’s the size
or parking situation, they all blend together. During my most recent meeting,
however, the counselor asked me how
often I canoed in the pond, presumably
because she had seen eighth graders
there as she walked in. I paused for a
second, and thought back. Though I had
canoed during a class a few times last
year – only to set up floating gardens in
the pond – I had never been out there
otherwise.
Canoeing, like other individual sports
has never been on my radar. When I registered for eighth grade gym electives, I
chose to stay in my comfort zone, taking
team sports. And who knows, maybe if
I had signed up for a new sport, something would have stuck. For all I know if
I had gone out for canoeing, I could’ve
been recruited for a collegiate crew
team. There was just no push to branch
out and try other sports.
But the problem isn’t a single-minded
team sport mentality set by the Athletic
Department, which is actually aiding
the growth of other sports. Although
individual sports aren’t offered here,
many students go elsewhere to pursue
their interests, and still receive athletic
credits; whether it’s horseback riding
or rock climbing, students have found
a way to do what they love.
But this brings me to a challenge for
the individual sport athletes: bring a
friend to one of your practices or meets,
start a club to help your sport grow at
school, present at assembly about what
you do for hours each week, inspire
more people to try out sports they’ve
never tried before. Even though I’m a
senior, I still have time to try out a few
new things, so please ask me to experience what you commit several hours a
week to. It’s the least I could do.

